**Basic Camera Functions**

**Set the shooting mode**
Hold the button in the center of the mode selector dial and turn the dial to the desired mode.

**Basic Modes**
- **Scene Intelligent Auto:** sets all camera settings automatically
- **Flash Off:** sets all camera settings automatically and flash will never fire
- **Creative Auto:** automatically changes settings to achieve user-specified effects
- **Scene:** includes presets for various types of scenes

**Format the memory card**
Press **MENU** and navigate to select **Format Card**.

**View media from the card**
Press the playback mode button.

**Switch between auto and manual focus**
Use the switch on the lens.

**Zoom and control manual focus**
Turn the rings on the lens.

**Clear camera settings**
Press **MENU** and navigate to select **Clear all camera settings**. Not available in **TA**,** CA**,** SCN** because settings cannot be modified in basic modes.
Shooting Still Photos

Use the touch screen display to preview shots (live view mode)
the viewfinder is the default setting for previewing shots
set the movie/live view selector to live view
press the camera will make a noise and switch on the display
press again to go back to using the viewfinder

Autofocus
check that the focus type switch on the lens is set to AF
optional for live view mode: tap a spot on the screen to focus there
hold the shutter button halfway
the camera will beep and highlight the area in focus if successful

Disable the flash in mode
go to quick settings
set the flash to the desired setting
OR
change mode to

Shooting Videos

Switch to video mode
set the movie/live view selector to movie
if the message displays, press the camera will make a noise and switch on the display
the viewfinder cannot be used when shooting video

Autofocus
check that the focus type switch on the lens is set to AF
autofocus automatically tracks a subject while shooting video
optional: tap a spot on the screen to focus there before or during shooting

Start and stop recording
press a recording indicator will appear in the upper right corner of the display
press again to go back to stop recording

Use the external microphone
ensure that the microphone has a battery
plug it in to the port on the left side of the camera
the camera will automatically switch to the external microphone

Check and set microphone levels
press and navigate to
select sound recording
microphone level settings are not available in